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Abstract

Speech Activity Detection(SAD) is a well researched problem
for communication, command and control applications, where
audio segments are short duration and solution proposed for
noisy as well as clean environments. In this study, we inves-
tigate the SAD problem using NASA’s Apollo space mission
data [1]. Unlike traditional speech corpora, the audio recordings
in Apollo are extensive from a longitudinal perspective (i.e., 6-
12 days each). From SAD perspective, the data offers many
challenges: (i) noise distortion with variable SNR, (ii) chan-
nel distortion, and (iii) extended periods of non-speech activity.
Here, we use the recently proposed Combo-SAD, which has
performed remarkably well in DARPA RATS evaluations, as
our baseline system [2]. Our analysis reveals that the Combo-
SAD performs well when speech-pause durations are balanced
in the audio segment, but deteriorates significantly when speech
is sparse or absent. In order to mitigate this problem, we pro-
pose a simple yet efficient technique which builds an alternative
model of speech using data from a separate corpora, and em-
beds this new information within the Combo-SAD framework.
Our experiments show that the proposed approach has a major
impact on SAD performance (i.e., +30% absolute), especially
in audio segments that contain sparse or no speech information.
Index Terms: Speech Activity Detection, Long Audio Record-
ings, NASA, Apollo, Noise Robustness

1. Introduction
Speech Activity Detection (SAD) systems distinguish speech
from non-speech in audio, and help input speech-only infor-
mation to upstream applications such as speech and speaker
recognition. SAD is a well researched problem, and good
solutions exist for traditional conversational telephony speech
(CTS) [3, 4, 5]. More recently, researchers have been focussed
on developing noise robust SAD systems, with emphasis on ad-
ditive noise, channel distortions, etc. [2]. For example, the
DARPA RATS (Robust Automatic Transcription of Speech)
program is investigating SAD problem for channel distorted
speech [6, 7, 8]. For the most part, data considered in typical
SAD studies tend to be conversational telephony speech where
two people talk to each other for short duration. Naturalistic
and long duration continuous audio recordings in other hand,
are very interesting and challenging in terms of speech activity
detection and speech analysis. Prof-Life-Log database [9, 10] is
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from this group. Therefore, the collection provides the oppor-
tunity to address some interesting questions related to speech,
speaker, environment and language[11, 12, 13].

In this study, we investigate the SAD problem in the context
of long duration audio files which last several days. Particularly,
we focus on NASA’s Apollo space mission audio data [1]. A
key attribute of the Apollo recordings is that they are continu-
ous and natural. This introduces several unique challenges for
speech systems including SAD. In what follows, we describe
some of these challenges from a SAD perspective.

During the NASA 1960’s/70’s space missions, the use of
head-mounted Plantronics microphones was common, both on
the spacecraft and on the ground, but some recordings made
on the spacecraft were made using fixed far-field microphones
which also picked environmental noise (e.g., glycol cooling
pumps and thruster firings) that varied over time. Some of these
environments tend to have complex harmonic structure which is
readily confused as speech by SAD. Additionally, mission per-
sonnel used both push-to-talk and voice-operated-keying. Fur-
thermore, space-to-ground radio communication (and record-
ings from the recorder on one of the spacecrafts) reached the
recording facility in Houston Texas through one of about a
dozen ground stations, each of which had a different receiver
noise temperatures, and each of which used a different cascade
of terrestrial channels to get the signal back to Houston. These
factors contributed towards distorting speech, which adds to the
challenge of performing effective SAD. Altogether, NASA flew
eleven manned Apollo missions that varied in duration between
nearly six and more than twelve days. As would be expected,
there were periods in which communication was not possible
(e.g., during occultation by the Moon and during crew sleep
periods) and there were other periods in which radio commu-
nication was not initiated (e.g., during meal breaks). The lack
of a side channel for text uplink resulted in long sequences of
numeric data being read up to the spacecraft. Communications
in either direction were typically acknowledged. The net result
was an exceptionally broad dynamic range of non-speech dura-
tions, ranging from milliseconds to (in the case of sleep periods)
nearly half a day. This aspect of the data is in direct contrast
with typical speech corpora where speech and pause tends to
be balanced in the data capture. In fact, our study shows that
long durations of non-speech tends to be the biggest contributer
towards SAD false-alarms in the Apollo data.

All these factors make speech activity detection challeng-
ing. While some of these problems have been explored in the
past, the Apollo data is perhaps unique in the sense that all the
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mentioned challenges can be found in a single audio file. On
the positive side, however, the Apollo missions were carefully
scripted, often on very tightly constrained timelines that are
available to us today. Moreover, three of the recordings have
been fully transcribed to an engineering analysis standard (i.e.,
as coherent interactions, rather than with the timing precision
needed for speech recognition). As a result, we have consider-
able a priori information about the timing of high-activity peri-
ods. This information is very valuable as ground truth for SAD
(and other speech system) evaluation.

Figure 1: Comparing silence ratio values for Apollo 11 data and
SPINE corpus.

2. Data Analysis
In this section, we analyze the speech-pause and SNR (signal to
noise ratio) characteristics of the Apollo data, and compare it to
SPINE (speech in noisy environment) corpora [14]. The SPINE
corpus contains a number of talker-pair conversations where the
participants are working on a collaborative battleship-like task.

As mentioned previously, the Apollo data contains long pe-
riods of non-speech along with some periods of intense speech
activity. This is unlike typical speech corpora where speech
and pause tends to be well balanced. To illustrate this fact,
we performed the following analysis: we gathered a number
of 1-minute cuts from Apollo and SPINE. Next, we computed
the silence ratio for the 1-minute cuts, where the silence ratio
was defined as proportion of pause duration in the 1-minute
cut. Hence, large and small values of silence ratio indicates
pause and speech dominants cuts, respectively. In Fig. 1, we
compare the distribution of the silence ratios for SPINE and
Apollo. From the figure, it is easy to see that SPINE is domi-
nated by speech-pause balanced and speech-dominant cuts. On
the other hand, Apollo data is dominated by pause-dominant
cuts. This difference in speech-pause distribution has direct im-
pact on SAD design and performance.

In order to analyze the SNR characteristics of the two
datasets, we use the NIST-STNR and WADA SNR tools [15].
The STNR and SNR distributions are shown in Fig 2 for both
datasets. It can be seen from the figure that the mean STNR and
SNR values for Apollo dataset are lower than those for SPINE.
This demonstrates that the background acoustic noise charac-
teristics of the Apollo data is far more challenging than SPINE.

Figure 2: SNR and STNR comparison for SPINE and Apollo
data.

For the purpose of SAD evaluation in this study, we selected
around 3 hours of data from the Apollo 11 mission for SAD
evaluation. We quality checked the available transcripts for the
mission to make time adjustments to speech pause boundaries.
Additionally, the data was segmented into 1-minute cuts (180
cuts in total). The data selection was performed in a manner
such that 1 hour of audio was speech-dominant (more than 40
seconds speech in 1 minute cut), 1 hour was pause-dominant
(more than 40 seconds pause in 1 minute cut), and 1 hour was
speech-pause balanced (at least 20 seconds of speech and pause
in 1 minute cut).

3. Proposed System
In this section, we use the UTDallas Combo-SAD as our base-
line system [2]. This unsupervised SAD technique is designed
to be noise robust and has been particularly effective in multiple
RATS evaluations [2, 8].

For long duration audio recordings, we segment the long
recording into contiguous 1-minute cuts, and then run the
Combo-SAD independently on each cut. The Combo-SAD
method computes several noise robust features at a frame level
for each audio cut and projects the combined feature vectors
into a single dimension (by using Principal Component Analy-
sis). Let fi be the Combo feature vector for the ith frame and
f̄i is the normalized feature vector,

f̄i =
fi − µ
σ

, (1)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard-deviation of the fea-
ture vectors for a cut. Now, let X be the principal eigenvector
(corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the feature covari-
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Figure 3: System Block Diagram

ance matrix). Finally, let pi be the projection of f̄i on X ,

pi = XT f̄i, (2)

The Combo features are designed to have higher values for
speech and lower values for noise/background. Therefore, pi
value will be generally higher for speech than background. The
Combo-SAD exploits this principle for decision making. It
trains a two-mixture GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) to au-
tomatically determine the speech and background clusters. The
mixture with larger mean value is hypothesized to belong to
speech and vice-versa. Let µhs and µhp be the hypothesized
speech and background mixture means of the GMM. In the next
step, the mixture means are used to compute the SAD threshold
and speech/pause decisions are made. The threshold value is
computed using a simple convex combination, i.e.,

τ = wµhs + (1− w)µhp, (3)
where w is the weight factor such that 0 ≤ w ≤ 1.

The threshold estimation method implicitly assumes that
the audio file always contains speech and pause in reasonably
balanced proportions. Our experience with long audio record-
ings has shown that this assumption is frequently wrong, and
leads to large number of false alarms. Because long durations
of non-speech are very common in Apollo data, a large number
of 1-minute segments have no-speech to very-little-speech. Ad-
ditionally, speech activity tends to be bursty in Apollo data, and
a number of 1-minute segments also tend to be speech-dense.
In both these cases, the Combo SAD builds relatively poor esti-
mates of the speech and pause models, respectively, which leads
to a poor threshold, which in turn leads to errors.

Here, we propose a simple yet effective solution to mitigate
the problem of threshold determination. In order to build an
effective speech model, we first train a large mixture GMM on
speech data extracted from annotated corpora (typical sources
are Switchboard, Fisher, etc.). Next, the means of this GMM
are projected into the Combo SAD’s single-dimension decision
making space,

m̂j = XTmj , (4)
wheremj is the jth mixture mean of the M-mixture GMM, and
m̂j is the corresponding projected value. Furthermore, let µts

be the mean of projected values m̂j ,

µts = E[mj ]. (5)

It is noted that µts can be viewed as prior model of speech
(since it was built with speech data from annotated corpora).
Also, note that µhs can be viewed as posterior model of speech
(since it is built by Combo-SAD from data). Since higher values
on the Combo-SAD’s projected dimension are more likely to
be speech , if µhs ≥ µts, then we trust the posterior model of
speech and use it for decision making. On the other hand, if
µhs < µts, then we trust the prior model of speech and use it
for decision making. This new method of threshold estimation
can be written as follows:

τ = wmax(µts, µhs) + (1− w)µhp. (6)

The proposed modification has significant impact on the per-
formance of Combo-SAD on speech-sparse and non-speech re-
gions. For both these regions, the estimation of µhs tends to be
poor and leads to large number of false-alarms. Here, the pro-
posed method addresses the problem by defaulting to the prior
model of speech for decision making (and discarding µhs com-
pletely). For regions of the audio file where speech is balanced
or dense, the decision making continues to rely on µhs in the
proposed method. Fig. 3 captures the entire data flow for the
proposed system.

4. Results and Discussion
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on the Apollo
data, and compare performance to a baseline (i.e., Combo-
SAD). Fig. 4 compares the operation of Combo-SAD and pro-
posed method of 3 examples files. The three examples were
chosen to show the operation on purely non-speech, speech
sparse and speech-dense segments. The figure shows the spec-
trogram of the original audio files, along with the Combo-SAD
and proposed SAD decisions. It is useful to note that we have
chosen a weight factor w corresponding to the EER (equal error
rate) (computed over all files) to make the SAD decisions for
the Combo-SAD and proposed SAD method. For comparison,
the ground truth SAD decisions are also shown. Finally, the
projected value of the Combo-features (pi) is also shown.

For the non-speech segment, it can be seen that the audio
file contains two different noise types and this has been regis-
tered in projected values (pi) (as the value of pi shifts upwards
midway through the audio file). For this file, the speech model
(µhs) built by the Combo-SAD is incorrect, and leads to a high
number of false-alarms (as seen in the decision curves). How-
ever, in the proposed method, the prior model of speech (µts)
is employed for threshold estimation, and this leads to perfect
decision making (as seen in the decision curve).

In the case of the speech-sparse segment, it can be seen that
the speech duration is very small compared to the overall file du-
ration. Because speech information is sparse, the value of µhs

determined by the EM (expectation maximization) algorithm is
biased and incorrect (which leads to higher false-alarms). The
proposed method solves the problem by employing the prior
model of speech (µts) (and fewer false-alarms are observed).

Finally, in the case of speech-dense segment, it can be seen
that the Combo-SAD has adequate information to build a good
estimate of µhs. Consequently, the SAD decisions are fairly ac-
curate. Moreover, the proposed method also employs the poste-
rior model of speech and the decisions are identical to Combo-
SAD.

Fig. 5 shows DET (detection error trade-off) curves for
the proposed method and Combo-SAD. The DET curves for
overall performance are shown along with curves for (i) speech-
sparse, (ii) speech-pause balanced , and (iii) speech-dense data.
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Figure 4: Comparison between proposed method and Combo-SAD on three example files.

Figure 5: DET curves for APOLLO data utterances.

From the figure, it can be seen that the proposed method ob-
tains a remarkable improvement over the state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised Combo-SAD baseline for speech-sparse data. Due to
the formulation of the proposed system, it is very likely that the
prior model of speech is frequently chosen for decision mak-
ing in speech-sparse region (and this explains the huge perfor-
mance improvement). Interestingly, we also observe moderate
improvements for speech-pause balanced and speech-dominant
cuts as well. For these two cases, the improvements are seen
in terms of false-alarm reduction for higher values of miss-rate.
Overall, the EER drops from around 40% to 10%.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we have shown that long duration audio streams
such as NASA Apollo missions data have very different speech
pause characteristics from typical speech corpora used in the
speech community. Specifically, the data has long durations of
non-speech combined with durations of intense speech activity
(whereas typical speech corpora have more balanced speech-
pause profile). Consequently, a dramatic performance drop

is seen, even for extremely competitive systems such as the
Combo-SAD (as it makes incorrect assumptions about speech-
pause distribution characteristics). It is very likely that long du-
ration audio recordings in general may have different statistical
properties from typical collections (our experience with another
long duration corpus called Prof-Life-Log [?] further strength-
ens this belief). In this study, we proposed a simple yet ef-
fective technique which modifies the threshold computation for
Combo-SAD. Specifically, the proposed technique first builds
a prior model of speech (using external corpora), and dynam-
ically chooses between the prior and posterior speech models
(posterior model is built from data by Combo-SAD in an un-
supervised fashion). The new method is designed to chose the
prior model whenever the posterior model is weak. Therefore, it
consistently delivers superior results over Combo-SAD. In our
experimental evaluation using actual Apollo 11 data, the pro-
posed method demonstrates a dramatic decrease in EER (equal
error rate) from about 40% to about 10% when compared to
Combo-SAD.
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